Cells can show not only spontaneous movement but also tactic responses to environmental signals. Since the former can be regarded as the basis to realize the latter, playing essential roles in various cellular functions, it is important to investigate spontaneous movement quantitatively at different physiological conditions in relation to a cell's physiological functions. For that purpose, we observed a series of spontaneous movements by Dictyostelium cells at different developmental periods by using a single cell tracking system. Using statistical analysis of these traced data, we found that cells showed complex dynamics with anomalous diffusion and that their velocity distribution had power-law tails in all conditions. Furthermore, as development proceeded, average velocity and persistency of the movement increased and as too did the exponential behavior in the velocity distribution.
Introduction
Cell movement is composed of multiple dynamical processes such as surface attachment and detachment cycles, development and collapse of filopodia, movement of the cell body center, and maintenance of cell morphology. In these processes, the motile apparatus such as the cytoskeleton or a motor molecule and the many related signaling molecules systematically coordinate to achieve proper function [1] . Cell movement can be distinguished between spontaneous movements and tactic responses to environmental signals. Spontaneous cell movement is a random motion under no external guiding cues, which accompanies large fluctuations in the dynamical localizations of corresponding molecular components in order to coordinate function. Tactic behaviors are achieved by biasing the cell movement in a sensitive and stable manner in response to environmental signals [2, 3] , thus playing an essential role in various cellular functions.
Consequently, it is important to quantify the existing fluctuations in cell motion dynamics and identify its control mechanism at different physiological conditions in order to clarify the physiological meaning of spontaneous cell movement. For this purpose, we adopted Dictyostelium discoideum ( Fig. 1) as a model to quantify spontaneous movement.
Dictyostelium cells are a well established model for the study of amoeboid movement and tactic responses, and also for development [3, 4, 5] . These cells have a simple life cycle: they grow as separate, independent cells while ingesting bacteria but interact to form multicellular structures (slugs) when challenged by adverse conditions such as starvation. Since the vegetative and developmental stages are completely independent and during starvation the cell drastically changes its physiological state, we measured a series of spontaneous cell movements by using a single cell tracking system during transient developmental processes. Through statistical analysis of these data, we present the characteristics of the dynamics and the way of their developmental change. We then investigated the applicability of the generalized Langevin model to the experimental data. Finally, we discuss the relevance of spontaneous cell movement to cellular physiological functions with regards to behavioral strategies for cell survival.
Materials and Methods
During our experiments, we made the cell density low to remove any explicit cell-cell interaction effects and thus established a uniform environment (typical experimental conditions for vegetative and 5.5 hours starved cells are shown in Video S1 and S2, respectively). Experimental procedures are as follows [3] 
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Note that we confirmed that cell movement was not biased toward a specific direction in all conditions studied (see Figure S1 ).
Results
By statistical analysis, we identified the characteristics of spontaneous cell movement. From the MSD of the cell trajectories and its logarithmic derivative (dln(MSD)/dln(t)) shown in Fig. 2(a,b) , we found that dln(MSD)/dln(t) did not converge to unity, and in all conditions except for vegetative cells, there were three timescales in the cell movement: several seconds, a couple of minutes, and around ten minutes. As development proceeded, the motion became proportional to t 2 H (H is Hurst exponent,
here H = 0.62 ~ 0.83) in the 2nd timescale motion. These properties were confirmed by examining the dependence of the average turn angle on time as shown in Fig. 2(f) . In addition, the velocity distribution was non-Gaussian for all conditions (Fig. 2(c) ) and the kurtosis of the displacement distribution took positive values at least during the 1st and 2nd timescale motion indicating a peaked distribution relative to the Gaussian ( Fig. 2(d) ). Also the temporal correlation of the cellular velocity was not a single exponential function. In fact, as the development proceeded, the correlation became stronger so that its functional form was fitted to a two exponential function ( Fig. 2(e) ). In contrast, when applying the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which is the simplest description for persistent random motion [6] , dln(MSD)/dln(t) converged to unity, the velocity distribution was Gaussian, and the velocity autocorrelation was single exponential. Putting these results together, we confirmed that the cell movement is not simply described by a persistent random walk but contains complex dynamics with anomalous super-diffusion processes [7] and its persistency and velocity increase with development (see also Figure S1 ).
Here we focused on the cell movement with the 1st and 2nd timescale dynamics and investigated the mechanism used to produce the presented characteristics. From the dependence of the average turn rate on velocity shown in Fig. 2(g) , anti-correlative behaviors were confirmed in all conditions studied [4, 8] . This characteristic can be described by the Langevin Fig. 3(a) . Both groups of data had power-law tails and could not be fitted to either single Gaussian or single exponential functions, although the exponential tendency was higher in 5.5hr starved cells (we confirmed the tendency in all conditions studied). We also show velocity autocorrelations and fitting curves in Fig. 3(b) . A two exponential function better fit to both data than a power-law function 
dv(t) dt

= −β(v(t))v(t) + αV(t) + σ(v(t))h(t),
dV(t) dt
= αv(t) − γ V(t),
where v(t ) is the velocity of a cell, V(t) is the memory of the velocity defined as V(t) = α e
(α is the memory rate, γ is the memory decay rate), β(v(t)) is the velocity decay rate with velocity dependency, and h(t) and σ (v(t)) is the noise of a cell and its strength, respectively. We note that σ (v(t)) has a parallel (σ || (v(t)) ) and a perpendicular component (σ ⊥ (v(t)) )
to v(t) . Here we assume that the source noise is zero-mean Gaussian white noise. To produce the presented nonlinear dependencies and power-law tails in the velocity distribution, we employ a cubic polynomial both for β(v(t)) and σ (v(t)) , so that the model contains additive and multiplicative noises. (Fig. 4) . Table 1 . By using this model, although there are some discrepancies between the experiment and simulation results in Fig. 4 , almost all the characteristics of the cell movement presented above can be reproduced. We found that with development, the characteristic time of the memory became longer while the rate constant of the memory and the strength of the multiplicative noise became smaller.
Discussion
Here we investigated the dynamics of spontaneous cell movement at Table 1 , they closely relate to the formation of the cell's polarity, which enable the cells to realize stable movement and tactic behaviors. Regarding the origins of the noise term, the molecular system producing the additive and multiplicative noises remains for future studies.
These dynamic characteristics of spontaneous cell motion have possible physiological meanings in view of the behavioral strategies for cell survival.
In vegetative cells, Levy-type self-avoiding walk is possibly the optimal strategy for foraging [10] while as development proceeds, starved cells assemble to make multicellular organism slugs such that correlated walking (and possibly the 3rd timescale motion around ten minutes) is advantageous in order to make cells adjoin. The ability to produce these different types of movements and the interchanging between them can contribute to evolutionary advantages for the cells. As for the exponential property of the velocity distribution in starved cells, it can be consistent with the energy balance and partitioning necessary for the cell survival in a no energy resource environment [11] . Thus, spontaneous cell movement is not only necessary for rich dynamics in itself but is also relevant to the behavioral strategies for cell survival. These studies should lead to a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanism and also the physiological meaning relating to cellular spontaneous fluctuations. As development proceeds, cell polarity also develops. 
